Summary: Most mammalian pre-mRNAs are alternatively spliced in a manner that alters the resulting open reading frame. Consequently, alternative pre-mRNA splicing provides an important RNA-based layer of protein regulation and cellular function. The ubiquitous nature of alternative splicing coupled with the advent of technologies that allow global interrogation of the transcriptome have led to an increasing awareness of the possibility that widespread changes in splicing patterns contribute to lymphocyte function during an immune response. Indeed, a few notable examples of alternative splicing have clearly been demonstrated to regulate T-cell responses to antigen. Moreover, several proteins key to the regulation of splicing in T cells have recently been identified. However, much remains to be done to truly identify the spectrum of genes that are regulated at the level of splicing in immune cells and to determine how many of these are controlled by currently known factors and pathways versus unknown mechanisms. Here, we describe the proteins, pathways, and mechanisms that have been shown to regulate alternative splicing in human T cells and discuss what is and is not known about the genes regulated by such factors. Finally, we highlight unifying themes with regards to the mechanisms and consequences of alternative splicing in the adaptive immune system and give our view of important directions for future studies.
Introduction
The adaptive immune system is marked by its ability to detect an invading pathogen or foreign antigen and direct an appropriate effector response. T cells, for example, recognize antigen through the T-cell receptor (TCR), which triggers extensive proximal signaling and downstream signaling cascades. These signaling events ultimately lead to changes in cell morphology, proliferation, secretion of cytokines and cytotoxins, migration and homing, and a plethora of effector function (1) . Studies over the past decades have focused on how transcriptional control regulates gene expression in an immune response. However, post-transcriptional mechanisms of gene regulation are increasingly emerging as important regulators of immune cell function. In particular, one mechanism of post-transcriptional gene regulation that has garnered much interest in the past few years is alternative pre-mRNA splicing.
Alternative splicing (AS) is an essential and ubiquitous mechanism for regulated gene expression that goes beyond turning genes 'on' and 'off'. In broad terms, AS refers to any case of variable inclusion of an exon, intron, or portion thereof in some fraction of transcripts derived from a given gene. As such, AS results in the generation of multiple distinct mRNAs from a given gene. The most common form of AS is variable inclusion of an internal 'cassette' exon, although essentially all other potential patterns have been described in at least some genes (2) (Fig. 1) . Variable inclusion of sequences internal to a gene (cassette exon, alternative splice-site usage, or intron retention) typically leads to alterations in coding sequence, either by adding or deleting a peptide domain or by introducing premature stop codons. By contrast, differential splicing of the 5′ or 3′ UTRs can alter the presence of regulatory motifs and miRNA-binding sites, thereby influencing mRNA stability, expression, and/ or translation (3, 4) . Thus, regardless of pattern, AS has a profound effect on the identity, level, or expression pattern of the resulting protein.
It is now well established that the majority of multi-exon mammalian genes (>90%) undergo AS (2, 5) . Given the diversity and plasticity required for immune effector functions it seems inevitable that cells of the adaptive immune system rely on regulated pre-mRNA splicing to at least some extent to control protein expression and function. For many years, our laboratory has investigated the mechanisms by which AS is regulated in human T cells. Here, we review what we and others have learned regarding the control of AS during immune responses, the functional impact of such regulation, and the questions that emerge from our current knowledge.
Breadth and impact of alternative splicing in immune responses
The accessibility of high-throughput genomics has shifted the way we think about AS from a gene-centric to a networks point of view. In light of this, a flurry of highthroughput genomic studies has emerged in an attempt to identify AS programs that are coordinated in response to stimuli, perturbations to cell states, and differentiation among others. In particular, the studies listed in Table 1 have provided a quantitative and defined analysis of AS in various functional states of primary immune cells and model cell lines, and support a role for widespread regulated splicing in immune responses. Specifically, these studies have identified hundreds of potential changes in AS during T-cell activation, B-cell stimulation, and HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) infection. The described splicing changes include those predicted to impact the coding potential of the affect genes, as well as differential use of terminal exons which alters the presence of miRNA-binding sites in the 3′ UTR (Table 1) . One general conclusion from the profiling studies in Table 1 is that AS regulates a unique and substantial set of genes that are not altered at the level of transcription (6) (7) (8) . This suggests that transcription and AS contribute independently to T-cell antigen responses, underscoring the unique role of AS in molding immune responses. Furthermore, some of the studies in Table 1 found that signal-responsive AS events are enriched in genes involved in many aspects of T-cell biology and effector functions (6, 7) . Enriched activities include canonical T-cell signaling pathways, such as nuclear factor-jB (NF-jB) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase and mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling, Rho-mediated changes in lymphocyte migration, and genes involved in cell proliferation (6, 7) , again highlighting the potential impact of AS on immune responses.
We note that an important aspect of the studies in Table 1 was providing sufficient data to warrant the conclusions drawn. As high-throughput analyses are becoming more accessible, the need for caution in data analysis and interpretation is essential. It is widely accepted among splicing experts that a minimum threshold for confidence in AS is a 10% change (i.e. 20% inclusion to 30% inclusion of a (2, 5) . Below this differential, the ability to detect and quantify changes is not sufficient for rigorous conclusions. Indeed, in our hands, a minimum differential threshold of 20 percentage points has been required in analysis of RNA-Seq data in order for predicted changes to hold up to independent validation (6). Furthermore, the biologic significance of very minor changes in exon inclusion, even if statistically significant, is highly suspect. Thus, it is imperative that any profiling studies state the predicted differences for any AS events reported. Finally, defining the AS event beyond providing a gene name is necessary for any conclusions to be drawn, as there are often more than one potential AS event within a given gene. Regardless of the platform and analysis pipeline used to profile mRNA expression, rigorous validation of AS predictions by independent assays such as reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is of utmost importance to define threshold criteria for meaningful data and ultimately identify confirmed AS events. Importantly, validation rates differ considerably among published studies (Table 1) , thus predictions from exon array or RNASeq cannot be assumed a priori to be accurate. However, even if the conclusions from some of the profiling experiments are overstated, the general conclusion that AS plays a functionally relevant role in immune responses has been well documented. Indeed, a literature search reveals close to one hundred genes that have now been validated to exhibit significant changes in isoform expression during an immune response, including several instances in which the AS changes are known to impact lymphocyte function ( Table 2) .
Many of the validated AS events in immune cells have been identified in work done by our group in collaboration with the lab of Dr. Benjamin Blencowe. Our microarray profiling of naive and activated T cells was the first largescale analysis of AS in T cells (8) . More recently, we have expanded this analysis by employing RNA-seq to identify further novel instances of AS (6) . We have utilized both technologies in a Jurkat-derived T-cell line and in both cases found that 10% of profiled exons are robustly alternatively spliced upon T-cell activation with the phorbol esther PMA (phorbol myristate acetate). Our most recent analysis identified 178 cassette exons in 168 genes that exhibit robust changes in percent inclusion (20% difference) in Jurkat cells with a validation rate of >80% by RT-PCR (6) . Importantly, the majority of the validated genes also exhibit differential AS between naive and activated primary T cells. In all, our work has resulted in the validated identification of over 50 AS events that occur in as many genes in response to activation of primary and cultured T cells (Table 2) .
Many of the genes that we and others have validated to undergo changes in AS during immune responses include genes with known functions in immunobiology. These include cell surface receptors, kinases, phosphatases, and adapter proteins (e.g. CD3, CD28, CD8, CTLA-4, MAP4K2, MAP3K7, MAP2K7, CD45, VAV1), transcription factors and chromatin modifying enzymes (e.g. LEF1, ATF2, GATA3, RUNX1, EHMT2), and RNA-binding proteins and others involved in regulating mRNA processing of many messages (e.g. CELF2, AUF1, SAM68, TIA-1) ( Table 2 ). These studies have provided substantive evidence for the critical role that AS plays in assuring proper function of the adaptive immune response. Previously, we have provided a comprehensive review of the known functional consequences of splicing in immunobiology (9) . To provide a flavor of the functional connection between AS and lymphocyte function, we highlight below a few more recent examples where regulated pre-mRNA AS of particular classes of genes has been directly linked to immune responses and/or susceptibility to autoimmune diseases.
Cell surface receptors: CD3f
The T-cell receptor-CD3 complex is responsible for recognition of antigens presented on major histocompatibility complex molecules (1) . In particular, it is the CD3f chain that couples antigen recognition with intracellular signaling pathways. Thus, the level of CD3f expression determines the ability of a T cell to be activated. Strikingly, AS of exon 8 of CD3f is a primary control point of CD3f expression (10) (11) (12) . The 3′ UTR of the CD3f gene contains several AREs (AU-rich elements) that regulate mRNA stability, as well as a sequence that enhances translation (13) . Intriguingly, this 3′ UTR contains an intron that is preferentially removed in resting cells, whereas upon T-cell activation the intron is retained (10) . Removal of the intron leads to a shortened 3′ UTR, which does not affect the coding region of the protein, but lacks two ARE motifs (ARE2 and ARE3) and a translation regulatory sequence (13) . Thus, the stability and translation of the intron-removed form of CD3f is reduced as compared with the intron-retained version (13, 14) , whereas intron retention upon T-cell activation allows for increased CD3f protein expression and increased T-cell signaling (11) .
Defects in CD3f intron retention have been linked to autoimmune disease (12) . T cells from patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) preferentially express the short (intron-removed) form of CD3f (12) . Consistently, there is a decrease in CD3f protein associated with the TCR, and T cells are impaired in their signaling capacity and production of the proliferation cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) (11). Strikingly, not only is expression of CD3f inversely correlated with severity of SLE disease, but restoring CD3f in cells results in a rescue in IL-2 production (15). Thus, correcting the splicing defect in CD3f provides a potential therapeutic opportunity for the treatment of SLE.
Cell surface receptors: CD45
One of the best-documented examples of AS in response to T-cell activation is that of the transmembrane tyrosine phosphatase CD45. In hematopoietic cells, CD45 is involved in regulating proximal antigen receptor-mediated signaling, as well as integrin-and cytokine-mediated signaling (16) . Several CD45 isoforms that result from regulated pre-mRNA AS have been documented (17) . CD45 AS is differentially regulated in distinct cell types, developmental stages, and in response to signaling such as antigen receptor-mediated signaling (16) . In peripheral T cells, three variable exons 4, 5, and 6 that encode for CD45 extracellular domains are preferentially skipped following antigen receptor-mediated signaling, resulting in increased expression of the smallest isoform (16) . The regions of the CD45 protein encoded by these variable exons are heavily glycosylated and thus prevent CD45 homodimerization. Upon T-cell activation, * Exon numbers may vary depending on convention, numbers were either taken as reported in the references or deduced from ENSEMBL. Refer to the primary article for confirmation. skipping of the CD45 variable exons leads to homodimerization at the cell surface, which leads to an inactive form of the phosphatase and decreased signaling through the TCR (18, 19) . Thus, AS of CD45 serves as a feedback mechanism for the maintenance of T-cell homeostasis. A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in CD45 exon 4 (C77G) has been described that leads to aberrant inclusion of this exon (20, 21) . Consistent with the above model, in which loss of exon 4 skipping leads to loss of T-cell attenuation, studies have shown a correlation between this polymorphism and susceptibility to multiple sclerosis (MS) and HIV infection (22, 23) as would be anticipated from a hyperactive T-cell response. Furthermore, HIV infection itself induces exon skipping in CD45, and CD4 + T cells expressing the smallest isoform of CD45 (CD45 RO) have been found to preferentially be infected by HIV-1 (24), suggesting a HIV-induced positive feedback loop in which CD45 AS promotes infection.
Cytokines: IL-7Ra
AS of cytokine receptors such as those in the interleukin family typically results in the generation of a soluble receptor that antagonizes or synergizes with the membranebound receptor for ligand binding (9) . One such example is the IL-7 receptor a chain (IL-7Ra), in which differential skipping of exon 6 excludes the transmembrane domain resulting in a soluble form of the receptor that is secreted in the plasma (25) . IL-7Ra is expressed almost solely in cells of lymphoid origin, and mice and humans deficient in the IL-7 signaling pathway develop lymphopenia (26) . IL-7Ra is particularly critical in the survival of peripheral CD4 + and CD8 + and in the generation of a memory phenotype (27, 28) . Consistent with a functional importance for IL-7Ra AS in CD4 + T cells, HIV-1-infected individuals have lower concentrations of soluble IL-7Ra in their plasma (29) . Moreover, similar to the example of CD45 mentioned above, there is a genetic association of a SNP located within exon 6 of IL7Ra and multiple sclerosis (30) . Notably, the SNP located within exon 6 results in increased exon skipping and decreased expression of the membrane-bound IL-7Ra mRNA in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from MS patients harboring the SNP (30) . By contrast, the soluble IL7Ra mRNA was overrepresented in SNP-containing patients relative to healthy individuals (30, 31) . Interestingly, AS appears to regulate IL-7 signaling at multiple layers, as a splice variant of IL-7 cytokine itself lacking exon 5 was shown to promote T-cell survival and thymocyte maturation (32).
Intracellular signaling: Fyn
Fyn is a protein tyrosine kinase of the Src family involved in intracellular signaling of various cellular processes including T-cell development and activation (33) . The gene encoding Fyn generates two isoforms by differential inclusion of mutually exclusive exon 7s denoted 7a and 7b (34) . The two exon 7s encode distinct versions of the SRC homology 2 (SH2) domain and part of the kinase domain of Fyn; therefore, AS of exon 7 is predicted to impact substrate recognition and phosphorylation (see below). The FynT isoform uses exon 7b and is the primary isoform expressed in T cells. FynT more efficiently mobilizes calcium and produces IL-2 during TCR signaling than the alternate isoform FynB, which is primarily expressed in the brain (35) (36) (37) .
Infection with human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1) induces the expression the FynB isoform in T cells, which could serve to attenuate T-cell effector functions (38) . By contrast, T-cell activation induces an even further bias toward inclusion of exon 7b, which may serve as a mechanism for sustaining and enhancing TCR signaling (39) . It was demonstrated recently that FynT more efficiently interacts with and phosphorylates the RNA-binding protein Sam68 than FynB (35) . The differential interaction between FynT and FynB with SAM68 was mapped to part of the distinct SH2 kinase linker encoded by exon 7 (35) . Swapping of the linker region of the FynT to the FynB isoform granted it the ability to strongly interact with and phosphorylate Sam68 (35) . Notably, Sam68 has previously been shown to modulate AS of Bcl-x, in which it promotes use of the alternate upstream 5′ splice site in exon 2 to generate the proapoptotic Bcl-x(s) form (40) . Phosphorylation of Sam68 by Fyn switches the activity of Sam68 to enhancing production of the Bcl-x(L) isoform (40) . Consistent with the previous observations, expression of FynT but not FynB favors the expression of the Bcl-x(L) anti-apoptotic isoform through phosphorylation of Sam68 (35) . These results suggest functional importance of the regulated Fyn AS in tuning the activity of an RNA-binding protein that in turn regulates AS of downstream target genes.
Transcription factors: LEF1
Lymphocyte enhancer factor 1 (LEF1) is an HMG-box transcription factor that is broadly expressed during embryonic development, and during adulthood is expressed in a tissuespecific manner in certain lymphocyte subsets (41, 42) . LEF1 promotes expression of the T-cell antigen receptor a chain (TCRa) through binding to the TCRa enhancer (43, 44) . We have shown that inclusion of LEF1 exon 6 is increased during thymic development specifically during the double-negative 3b (DN3b) to double-positive (DP) transition (45) . Exon 6 encodes part of the context-dependent regulatory domain of the LEF1 protein, which allows its TCRa enhancer activity. During the DN3a stage, the mature TCRb is expressed at the cell surface in complex with a surrogate TCRa chain called the pre-TCRa chain (46) . One of the critical consequences of pre-TCR signaling is the rearrangement and transcription of the TCRa chain to give rise to the expression of the mature a/b TCR complex by the DP stage. We found that increased TCRa transcript levels correlate with increased LEF1 exon 6 inclusion during the DN3b to DP transition (45) . Similarly, activation of the JSL1 T-cell line with PMA results in increased LEF1 exon 6 inclusion with a corresponding increase in TCRa expression. Importantly, the ability of LEF1 to enhance TCRa transcription is a direct result of LEF1 exon 6 splicing, as blocking of the LEF1 exon 6 splice-site results in a substantial decrease in TCRa mRNA (45) . These results suggest that during pre-TCR signaling, regulated splicing of the LEF1 transcription factor contributes to the control of TCRa transcription to produce functional TCR complexes at the cell surface.
RNA-processing factors: CELF2
Many RNA-binding proteins regulate their own expression by an autofeedback loop which maintains protein expression in a particular range. The splicing factor CELF2 accomplishes this by binding to one of its own introns to induce skipping of exon 6. This AS event results in a premature stop codon and loss of subsequent translation of full-length protein when the levels of CELF2 are sufficient (47) . Interestingly, activation of peripheral CD4 + T cells leads to an increase in CELF2 exon 6 inclusion (6, 8, 45) . Although this change in CELF2 splicing has not directly been linked to functional changes in T cells, CELF2 is known to regulate the functionally relevant splicing of LEF1 (see above and below) as well as other signal-responsive genes (N. M. M., M. J. M., K. W. L., unpublished data). Therefore, one can readily imagine a cascade of AS events initiating with autoregulatory splicing of CELF2. Similarly, Sam68 and TIA-1 are RNA-binding proteins that have been implicated in regulated AS in T cells (see below) and have themselves been validated to undergo changes in isoform expression following antigen stimulation of T cells (8, 48) . It remains to be shown, however, whether these proteins truly trigger splicing cascades following T-cell activation.
Pathways and RNA-binding proteins that regulate splicing
Importance of understanding splicing mechanism
Despite the interest in AS in immune responses, we only have mechanistic insights as to how a handful of the AS events listed in Table 2 are regulated (see below). This means that we have very little understanding of what signaling pathways, trans-acting splicing factors, and sequences are mediating AS programs in immune responses. Understanding the mechanisms by which splicing is regulated in normal immune responses is critical to understanding and treating diseases of the immune system. As implied above, emerging research is providing an ever growing list of misregulated splicing events that correlate with autoimmune diseases and other immune defects (49) . Understanding how SNPs cause splicing changes, predicting the effects of newly identified SNPs, and ultimately designing therapies to correct splicing defects, all require a detailed knowledge of the mechanisms that control particular splicing decisions. A second motivation for understanding the mechanisms that control splicing in immune cells is so that we can better predict coregulation and functional consequences of AS. AS is often thought of as a fine-tuning mechanism because it allows for tweaking of specific functions of a protein while maintaining others. In some instances, such tweaking is sufficient to exert a major functional change in the cell (50, 51) . More often, however, concerted changes in the splicing of a family of related genes are expected to be of greater functional impact than that generated by individual AS events (50, 51) . For this reason, a major step in understanding the role of splicing regulation in modulating immune responses is the identification of signaling pathways, transacting factors, and mechanistic commonalities that orchestrate networks of regulated splicing. By analogy, knowledge of the binding sites and activity of transcription factors has allowed researchers to predict what genes are expressed downstream of an event such as NF-jB activation (52) . Similarly, the ultimate goal of splicing research is to gain sufficient knowledge of what regulatory factors are activated during an immune response to be able to predict from the genetic sequence what genes and gene families undergo antigen-induced changes in splicing patterns.
Basic concepts in the regulation of alternative splicing
At the most basic level, the decisions of what sequences of a gene are included in the final mRNA rely on the ability of the spliceosome to recognize and process the splice sites located at the intron-exon boundaries of a pre-mRNA. The spliceosome is the enzymatic complex that catalyzes intron removal and exon joining. Instead of being a preformed enzyme, the spliceosome is built de novo on pre-mRNA transcripts through sequential interactions between the substrate and subunits of the spliceosome (Fig. 2A) . The major subunits of the spliceosome are the five so-called snRNPs, which each contain a single non-coding RNA (snRNA) and multiple proteins (53) . Exons are targeted to be spliced together by binding of the snRNPs to the splice sites, a process which is driven primarily through base-pairing interactions between the snRNA component of the snRNPs and the splice-site sequences (53) (Fig.2A) . Importantly, however, most mammalian splice sites only weakly base pair with the snRNAs. Therefore, auxiliary sequence elements play a crucial role in regulating splice-site selection by modulating snRNP-substrate interactions (54, 55) .
Cis elements that control splicing include sequences within exons such as exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) and exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) as well as sequences within introns such as intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs) and intronic splicing silencers (Fig. 2B) . These elements either promote (enhancers) or suppress (silencers) proper assembly of the snRNP on the substrate, typically by recruiting regulatory proteins which then interact with spliceosomal components (54, 55) . Two protein families that often function as splicing regulators are the serine-/arginine-rich (SR) proteins and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) (56, 57) . When bound within exons, SR proteins tend to enhance splice-site usage, whereas hnRNPs typically induce exon skipping (Fig. 2B) , although there are exceptions to this generalization (54, 55, 58) . Moreover, both families of proteins as well as other RNA-binding proteins can have both enhancing and silencing activity when bound to an intron. The location of binding relative to the splice sites, the presence of neighboring regulatory proteins, and the relative strength of the splice-site-snRNA interactions all influence the ultimate consequence of a particular regulatory protein on the pattern of splicing. Finally, most transcripts are bound by multiple regulatory proteins such that the final decision of which alternative splice patterns will be used and how many distinct isoforms will be expressed from a single gene and pre-mRNA relies on a balance of competing regulatory factors (50, 51) .
Another important aspect of splicing regulation, particularly in thinking about immune responses, is how signaling pathways can influence splicing factor activity. There are many ways by which cell signaling pathways can modulate the function of splicing regulatory factors (reviewed in 59). First of all, T-cell activation induces widespread transcriptional changes that can lead to differences in splicing factor protein expression (6) (7) (8) . Similarly, AS of RNAbinding and spliceosomal proteins, such as has been identified in studies listed in Tables 1 and 2 (see CELF2 above) , is likely to influence the activity of these factors and thus influence AS of downstream targets. Phosphorylation of splicing regulatory proteins can alter their activity, localization, and ability to interact with other proteins. Phosphoproteomic analyses of TCR signaling have found that proteins involved in all aspects of T-cell signaling become phosphorylated, including splicing factors and components of the spliceosome (60) . Notably, TCR-induced phosphorylations within splicing proteins were preferentially observed in domains that are predicted to mediate protein-protein and/or protein-RNA interactions (60) . Other mechanisms of signal-induced changes in the splicing machinery include different modes of differential protein-protein interactions, protein-RNA interactions, protein stability, and localization (59) . Despite the abundance of AS in immune responses, relatively little remains known regarding the factors, mechanisms, and signaling pathways by which such changes in gene expression are controlled. The identity of signaling molecules and how they regulate the activity of splicing factors and RNA-binding proteins to regulate AS have been elucidated in only a few of the validated genes listed in Table 2 . Moreover, even in the cases where regulators have been characterized on individual genes, the breadth of the AS program mediated by such factors have not been well defined. Over the past decade, the primary focus of our laboratory has been to begin to identify the proteins, pathways, and mechanisms by which AS is regulated in human T cells. Below we describe the distinct proteins and mechanistic paradigms that have thus far been described by our lab and others to regulate splicing during T-cell development and function (Fig. 3) . We emphasize what is known as well as what remain critical future areas of research as we seek to gain a complete understanding of how splicing shapes immune function in normal and disease states.
hnRNP L
From a mechanistic perspective, most of what we know about regulated splicing in T cells comes from decades of detailed analysis of CD45, the first gene well documented to undergo splicing changes during the T-cell response to antigen (see above). We initially demonstrated that regulation of the three CD45 variable exons is mediated by a sequence motif, contained within each of the exons, which we designated the activation-responsive sequence [ARS (A/CY-YGCA)] (39, 61). In exons 4 and 6, the ARS motif lies within a 60 nt exonic splicing silencer (ESS1) that is necessary and sufficient to confer repression of exons 4 and 6. Mutation of key residues within the ARS has demonstrated that this sequence is critical for the partial repression of exons 4 and 6 that is observed in resting T cells as well as the activation-induced hyperrepression of these exons and exon 5 upon antigen stimulation (39, 61) . Furthermore, introduction of the CD45 exon 4 ESS1 element into a heterologous unregulated exon imparts basal and TCR-signalingmediated exon repression (39) . Definition of the ARS has allowed for the identification of proteins that regulate CD45 splicing through this element. Arguably, the most essential factor in the regulation of CD45 AS is hnRNP L. We first identified hnRNP L as the major ARS-binding activity in biochemical studies (62) and subsequently have confirmed hnRNP L to be the primary mediator of basal repression of the CD45 variable exons both in vitro and in cells (58, (61) (62) (63) (64) (Fig. 4) . More recently, tissue-specific knockout studies in mice revealed that thymocytes depleted of hnRNPL exhibited aberrant inclusion of the CD45 exons, confirming the in vivo relevance of hnRNP L for CD45 exon repression (65) .
HnRNP L is a highly abundant member of the hnRNP family of splicing factors and contains four RRMs (Fig. 3) . It has both splicing silencer and enhancer activities, depending on the context in which it binds, and functions in introns or exons to regulate inclusion of cassette exons, intron retention and poly(A)-site choice (58, 62, 66, 67) . hnRNP L binds preferentially to CA-rich sequences, although it can associate with CA dipeptides located in a wide range of contexts (66, 68) . Interestingly, the ARS itself is comprised of only a few, widely scattered, CA elements. Correspondingly, hnRNP L has only a moderate affinity for the ARS element. This use of moderate affinity is likely essential for appropriate regulation of CD45, as it allows some exon inclusion in resting T cells. Finally, the expression of hnRNP L is unchanged during T-cell responses, consistent with it largely setting a constant basal level of CD45 exon repression in both resting and activated T cells. However, hnRNP L may become hyperphosphorylated in response to antigen which may alter some of its activities (63, 69) .
As discussed below, there is increasing evidence of widespread activity of hnRNP L in regulating T-cell splicing. The hnRNP L T-cell-specific knockout mice revealed that hnRNP L is critical for thymocyte development. In the absence of hnRNP L, the DN4 to DP transition is blocked causing a decrease in thymic cellularity (65) . hnRNP L was also implicated in migration of single-positive thymocytes to the periphery. The hnRNP L T-cell-specific knockout mice revealed that hnRNP L mediates regulation of widespread AS, as an RNA-seq comparison between hnRNP L-deficient and wildtype thymocytes identified many potential hnRNPLregulated exons (65) . Knowing the binding specificity of hnRNP L has also begun to allow for prediction of exons that may be regulated by this protein; however, more needs to be learned before we can do this in a truly rigorous way (see Networks section below).
hnRNP LL
Upon activation of T cells, hnRNP L is joined in binding the CD45 ARS by two additional proteins (63, 64) (Fig. 4) . One of these is a paralogue of hnRNP L called hnRNP L like (hnRNP LL), which is preferentially expressed in activated and memory T cells (Fig. 3) . hnRNP LL was identified as a regulator of CD45 splicing simultaneously by our group and two others (64, 70, 71) . Two of us discovered hnRNP LL through a cell-based screening approach (64, 71) , whereas the third took advantage of mouse genetics (70) .
The screen through which our laboratory identified hnRNP LL consisted of analyzing JSL1 T-cell clones that exhibited an altered 'activation-like' phenotype under resting conditions (64) . We utilized a novel reporter construct in which CD45 exon 4 was inserted between exons encoding the synthetic transcription activator Gal4-VP16, such that expression of the active form of Gal4-VP16 was dependent on skipping of exon 4. The expression of Gal4-VP16 was, in turn, monitored by its ability to activate transcription of a reporter construct encoding GFP allowing for a readout that was highly sensitive to relatively small changes in CD45 exon 4 inclusion (72). Cells containing this dual reporter scheme were then infected with a retroviral encoded cDNA library, and resting cells exhibiting increased levels of green fluorescence protein (GFP) (indicative of increased exon 4 skipping) were isolated. Strikingly, the one commonality among several of the resulting GFP-high cell clones was aberrantly high expression of hnRNP LL (64) . We confirmed the activity of hnRNP LL in the JSL1 T-cell line by demonstrating that direct overexpression of hnRNP LL resulted in increased exon 4 repression, whereas knockdown abolished activation-induced repression (64) . We also demonstrated that hnRNP LL mRNA and protein expression are normally upregulated in response to T-cell activation, as is direct binding of hnRNP LL to the CD45 exon 4 ESS1 (64). Similar results were obtained from the work of Oberdoerffer et al. (71) , who isolated hnRNP LL in an shRNA screen for factors required for repression of exon 4 in the endogenous CD45 gene in the JSL1 cell line.
The in vivo relevance of the studies regarding hnRNP LL in human T-cell lines was supported by subsequent analysis of primary human cells (71) and by a ENU (N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea) mutagenesis study in mice (70) . In the mouse study, a mutant mouse line was identified that exhibited fewer CD4 + T-helper (Th) cells. T cells from these mice, named 'Thunder' mice for 'Th under normal', were found to have altered expression of CD45 isoforms (70) . Specifically, memory T cells in the Thunder mice, which normally express the smallest isoform of CD45, aberrantly express isoforms that include the variable exons (70) . This altered expression of CD45 was mapped to an ENU-induced missense mutation in hnRNP LL (V136A), which abolished hnRNP LL binding to the ARS motif in CD45 by destabilizing one of the RNA-binding domains (RRMs) of the protein (70) .
Despite the similarity and overlapping functions between hnRNP L and hnRNP LL, these proteins have distinct binding requirements (64) . Although both CD45 exons 4 and 5 contain the ARS motif and are repressed by hnRNP L, hnRNP LL does not bind to exon 5 or have a functional effect on its activation-induced repression (58, 71) . By contrast, the affinity of hnRNP LL for the ARS element in exon 4 is actually higher than that of hnRNP L. However, in naive T cells, hnRNP LL is expressed only at approximately 1/100th the level of hnRNP L, thus there is no significant binding or repression of exon 4 by hnRNP LL in T cells until the expression of this protein is induced by antigen stimulation (64) . Notably, induction of binding of hnRNP LL to the ARS in CD45 exon 4 results in a significant increase in exon skipping over that observed from the binding of hnRNP L alone. Why association of hnRNP LL together with hnRNP L achieves more efficient repression of exon 4 than hnRNP L alone remains an open question and will require further mechanistic studies. However, it is clear that both proteins can bind simultaneously and independently to the ARS motif, and both proteins are capable of exon repression on their own (64) .
A second open question with regards to hnRNP LL and Tcell function is how broadly this protein regulates splicing, and how commonly hnRNP L and hnRNP LL work in conjunction with one another. Although some targets of hnRNP LL splicing have been suggested by exon array studies in T cells (70, 71) , these splicing events have yet to be validated, therefore no conclusions can be made regarding the scope of hnRNP LL function. Studies from the Goodnow laboratory (73) have demonstrated that the regulation of CD45 by hnRNP LL is not sufficient to account for all the phenotypes of the hnRNP LL mutant mouse, implying the existence of additional physiologic targets of hnRNP LL activity. However, it is not known what such targets may be or even if all of the activity of hnRNP LL is at the level of splicing regulation rather than other steps of RNA processing that can be affected by hnRNP proteins such as mRNA stability, translation, 3′ UTR processing, and even transcription.
PSF
The other factor that cooperates with hnRNP L in the signalresponsive repression of CD45 is PTB-associated splicing factor (PSF) (63, 74) . PSF is not considered as one of the canonical hnRNP proteins, but like the hnRNPs contains two RNA-binding motifs as well as additional domains of low complexity and unknown function (Fig. 3) . PSF was initially identified as an essential splicing factor and subsequently has been implicated in regulating many aspects of mRNA processing and nuclear processes (75) . The first direct connection of PSF to AS was our identification of PSF as one of the factors necessary for activation-induced repression of all three of the CD45 variable exons (63) . We initially implicated PSF in the regulation of CD45 through biochemical purification of proteins bound to the ESS1 element in CD45 exon 4. Similar to hnRNP LL, PSF associates with the ARS element specifically in activated T cells (63) (Fig. 4) . This binding of PSF to the ESS1 is independent of hnRNP L or hnRNP LL and involves sequences outside of the core part of the ARS motif (63, 64) . However, PSF is required for maximal activation-induced repression of the CD45 variable exons as indicated by the fact that mutation of the PSF-recognition element increases CD45 exon inclusion in activated cells without affecting binding of hnRNP L or LL (58, 63, 64) .
Unlike hnRNP LL whose transcription and protein expression are increased following activation, PSF mRNA and protein expression remain constant during an immune response (63, 64, 74) . This finding suggested that the preferential binding of PSF to the CD45 pre-mRNA in activated T cells is controlled at the post-translational level. Interestingly, PSF is a direct substrate of glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) in naive T cells, in which GSK3 is active and phosphorylates PSF at threonine 687 (74) . Phosphorylated PSF interacts with a protein called TRAP150, which prevents PSF from binding the CD45 pre-mRNA. Upon engagement of the TCR, GSK3 is inactivated leading to reduced PSF phosphorylation. The loss of T687 phosphorylation on PSF releases it from TRAP150, allowing PSF to bind CD45 splicing regulatory elements and repress exon inclusion (74) . Conceptually, this is one of the first direct links between a signaling molecule and a splicing factor in T cells. Moreover, the accumulation of unphosphorylated PSF following T-cell activation requires de novo protein synthesis, which explains the observed kinetics of activation-induced CD45 exon repression.
The mechanism by which TRAP150 regulates PSF is not by a simple phospho-site recognition, as deletion of part of the C-terminus of PSF which includes T687 does not prevent its interaction with TRAP150 (74) . This observation supports a model in which phosphorylation of PSF drives a conformational change that regulates the interaction between PSF and TRAP150. PSF has been implicated in the regulation of other alternatively spliced transcripts, and we predict that the PSF/TRAP150 complex is a means of regulation for a broader set of alternatively spliced pre-mRNAs. PSF may also have additional activities in T cells as a T-cell-specific knockdown of PSF in mice results in thymic apoptosis (76) . Although the extent of knockdown in these studies was not sufficient to induce changes in AS, we did observe altered stability of several mRNAs including those encoding histones (76) .
CELF2
Another hnRNP-related protein involved in regulated splicing in immune cells is CELF2 (45) . CELF2 is a member of the CELF family of RNA-processing factors, which have been extensively documented to regulate splicing during heart and skeletal muscle development (77) . The CELF proteins all contain multiple RRMs and typically bind UGrich sequences to promote or repress exon recognition (78) (Fig. 3) . We have recently determined CELF2 to function as a signal-responsive splicing regulator during T-cell development as well as in response to activation of mature T cells (45) .
Biochemical assays initially identified CELF2 as binding to two UG-rich ISEs that control inclusion of LEF1 variable exon 6 (see above, 45). The concentration of CELF2 protein and its corresponding binding to the LEF1 ISEs increase during the transition from DN and DP cells in thymic development, consistent with increased inclusion of LEF1 exon 6 following pre-TCR signaling. A similar change in CELF2 expression, function, and LEF1 splicing is also observed upon activation of JSL1 T cells. Knockdown of CELF2 in the JSL1 cells results in loss of LEF1 exon 6 inclusion with a concomitant decrease in TCRa mRNA, consistent with the functional consequence of regulated LEF1 splicing (see above) and confirming the role of CELF2 in the regulation of LEF1 (45, 78) .
The studies demonstrating CELF2 regulation of LEF1 emphasize the biological importance of CELF2 as a lymphocyte splicing factor in addition to its activities as a brainand muscle-specific regulator. Preliminary data from our laboratory further suggest that CELF2 regulates other activation-induced splicing events in T cells (N. M., M. J. M., K. W. L., unpublished data). Interestingly, the related factor CELF1 has been shown to regulate cytoplasmic mRNA stability during immune responses (79) . Although CELF1 has no activity in LEF1 splicing, it is expressed in the nucleus of T cells and may regulate additional splicing events.
TIA-1
T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen 1 (TIA-1) was first identified by monoclonal antibodies that reacted with intracellular antigens in T cells but not in B cells (80) . Cloning of TIA-1 revealed it to be an RNA-binding protein with three RNA-recognition motifs (Fig. 3) . Interestingly, this protein is homologous to a splicing factor in the yeast S. cerivisae, Nam8, which is known to bind uridine-rich sequences in introns (81) (82) (83) . Further studies confirmed that TIA-1 functions as a splicing factor as well as exhibiting other RNA-processing functions such as silencing translation of TNF-a (84, 85) .
TIA-1 is the primary splicing factor responsible for regulation of FAS alternative splicing. As shown in Table 2 , Fas exon 6, which encodes the transmembrane domain of the protein, is inducibly included upon T-cell activation (86) . Skipping of Fas exon 6 produces a soluble version of the receptor, which can inhibit Fas signaling and therefore control apoptosis (87, 88) . Knockdown of TIA-1 or the related TIAR (TIA-1-related protein) results in increased exon 6 skipping (89). A uridine-rich sequence located downstream of the exon 6 5′ splice site was identified as an ISE required for the ability of TIA-1 to enhance exon 6 inclusion (89) .
In an interesting case of positive feedback regulation, TIA-1 is phosphorylated by Fas-activated serine/threonine kinase (FASTK), which, as its name implies, is a kinase that becomes activated in Jurkat T cells in response to Fas engagement with ligand (90) . Strikingly, knockdown in Jurkat cells or overexpression in HeLA cells of FASTK phenocopies modulation of TIA-1 expression with regards to Fas exon 6 inclusion (48). In addition, FASTK has little effect on Fas splicing in cells in which TIA-1 and TIAR were depleted or the uridine-rich ISE was mutated (48) . Together, these results suggest that phosphorylation of TIA-1 by FASTK promotes the ability of TIA-1 to enhance exon 6 inclusion. Moreover, these studies propose that Fas signaling can use AS to enhance itself in a feedforward manner in which initial Fas signaling activates FASTK and TIA-1 to increase expression of membrane-bound receptors. Whether this pathway is involved in the T-cell activation-induced exon 6 inclusion remains unanswered. Furthermore, it remains unknown whether the many other targets of TIA-1 function that have been identified are likewise alternatively spliced in response to Fas or TCR signaling (91) (92) (93) .
SRSF1
Alternative splicing factor/splicing factor 2 (ASF/SF2 now called SRSF1) is a member of the ubiquitous SR family of splicing factors that promote constitutive and alternative splicing (56) . Like all SR proteins, SRSF1 contains N-terminal RRM-type RNA-binding motifs and a C-terminal domain rich in Arg-Ser dipeptides (56) (Fig. 3) . The C-terminal ArgSer (RS) domain provides the SR protein family their name and is thought to function primarily as a protein-protein interaction domain that promotes recruitment of the snRNPs and enhancement of exon inclusion (56) . The splicing of most exons is controlled in at least some manner by SR proteins. Therefore, it is not surprising that, where investigated, SR proteins have activities in controlling splicing in immune cells.
One example of SR protein function in immune-related AS comes, not surprisingly, from studies of CD45. Specifically, we implicated SRSF1 in regulation of CD45 exon 5. Like the other CD45 variable exons, CD45 exon 5 contains the two copies of the ARS motif; however, they are separated by a strong ESE (61) . Although hnRNP L and PSF mediate exon 5 repression through binding to the ARS, the ESE is also important for regulation and specifically for promoting the relatively high level of inclusion of this exon (58, 61) . We identified SRSF1 as a protein that binds to the exon 5 ESE and promotes exon inclusion in an ESE-dependent manner (58) . Furthermore, we demonstrated that hnRNP L counters the SRSF1 enhancer activity, by directly competing for binding exon 5. Therefore, although it is now apparent that the ESE also functions at the level of transcription (see CTCF below), we conclude that the balance of hnRNP L and SRSF1 contributes to the degree of CD45 exon 5 inclusion, consistent with the notion that the balance of hnRNP and SR activities plays a fundamental role in many splicing decisions. We also note that several other SR proteins, including SRSF2 (SC35), SRSF3 (SRp20), and SRSF7 (9G8) have also been correlated with changes in CD45 AS (94, 95) , although the mechanism of activity and even whether these are direct or indirect effects has not been determined.
SRSF1 also mediates the activation-induced CD3f AS highlighted in Table 2 (10). As described above, following T-cell activation there is a shift toward the CD3f isoform that retains an intron within the 3′ UTR, thus promoting protein expression. SRSF1 regulates CD3f AS by binding to the ARE2 element within the 3′ UTR and promoting intron retention at the 3′ UTR (10) . Consistent with the intronretained version of the CD3f message being the functional version of this mRNA, depletion of SRSF1 resulted in decreased CD3f protein expression whereas overexpression resulted in increased intron retention and CD3f protein production (10) . Furthermore, during T-cell activation, increased levels of SRSF1 correlate with an increase in the intron-retained CD3f 3′ UTR. SRSF1 protein levels has been further linked to CD3f protein levels in T cells from SLE patients (10) . Interestingly, several SR proteins in addition to SRSF1 show altered expression (both increased and decreased) in response to antigen stimulation of T cells. Given the abundant functional role of SR proteins, such changes in SR protein expression are likely to affect widespread changes in splicing efficiency and AS patterns (96) .
SAM68
Sam68 is a member of the signal transduction and RNA (STAR) family of proteins that contain a KH-type RNA-binding domain as well as binding sites for signaling proteins (97) (Fig. 3) . STAR family proteins typically have activities in mRNA stability and translation; however, Sam68 has been shown to regulate several AS events including the T-cell activation-induced regulation of CD44 splicing (98) . CD44 is a cell surface adhesion molecule involved in T-cell homing, and some of its splice variants have been correlated with tumor malignancy (reviewed in 9). The CD44 gene contains 10 variable exons that are differentially included in T cells in various combinations. Whereas naive T cells express the shortest CD44 isoform that lacks all of the variable exons, antigen stimulation induces the inclusion of various combinations of the additional 10 variable exons (99, 100) . AS of exon v5 is the most investigated of the CD44 variable exons. Deletion experiments of CD44 exon v5 identified both an ESS and an ESE that regulate its inclusion (100). Activationinduced inclusion of CD44 exon v5 in T cells was also shown to be dependent on the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK signaling pathway (101) . The Ras-signaling cascade leads to interactions between Sam68 and the SR-related protein SRm160 to form a complex which binds the ESE and promotes exon inclusion (98, 102) . Furthermore, Sam68 can also interact with the Brm subunit of SWI/SNF a complex involved in chromatin remodeling (103) . Upon activation by the ERK pathway, Sam68 binds to CD44 exon v5 and then interacts with or signals to Brm, to promote Pol II stalling (98, 102) . As part of a growing recognition of the mechanistic interplay between transcription and splicing, it is known that slowing Pol II elongation rates can promote inclusion of variable exons, by providing the spliceosome time to recognize and assemble on weak splice sites (104) . Consistent with this model, recruitment of Brm to CD44 through Sam68 promotes inclusion of the variable v5 exon of this gene through transcriptional pausing (103) . Thus, Sam68 regulation of CD44 is an example of how an RNA-binding protein can influence AS by modulating transcription rates.
CTCF
Another excellent example of AS mediated by regulation of transcription comes from recent studies on the DNA-binding protein CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) (105) . CTCF binds DNA and has classically been thought of as an insulator that binds in intergenic chromosomal regions (106) . However, recently, CTCF was shown to bind extensively within genes, where it correlates with sites of Pol II pausing. Remarkably, CTCF-binding sites are also enriched in or near alternative exons, raising the possibility that binding of CTCF regulates elongation of Pol II to favor exon inclusion. Proof of this model was provided for CD45 exon 5 (105). Specifically, it was shown that B-cell lines with high expression of CD45 exon 5 (CD45RB high) exhibited greater CTCF binding to exon 5 than cells that were CD45RB low. Surprisingly, the binding site for CTCF was shown to encompass the ESE previously identified as essential to high inclusion of exon 5 (58, 61) (Fig. 4) . In cells and in vitro, CTCF binding to exon 5 promoted Pol II pausing upstream of CTCF-binding sites (105) . Importantly, CTCF depletion results in loss of CD45 exon 5 inclusion, as does mutation of the CTCF-binding site, providing a direct causal link between CTCF binding and AS (105) .
CTCF-promoted exon 5 inclusion is independent of hnRNP LL, which does not influence CD45 exon 5 skipping in the transition from naive to activated T cells (58, 71, 105) . Instead, CTCF binding to exon 5 is inhibited by DNA methylation, and this correlates with loss of exon inclusion (105) . Notably, memory T cells, which express reduced amounts of CD45 exon 5, have increased DNA methylation and decreased CTCF binding at exon 5 relative to naive T cells (that show high levels of exon 5 inclusion) (105) . RNA-Seq of CTCF-depleted B-cell lines combined with CTCF ChIP-seq revealed genome-wide effects of CTCF-regulated AS (105) . Furthermore, comparison of the CTCF-binding sites identified by ChIP-seq in B cells with publicly available studies in primary CD4 + T cells revealed conservation of CTCF-binding sites. Therefore, regulation of CTCF binding is likely to contribute broadly to the regulation of AS.
Splicing networks and the importance of identifying regulatory features
Although the detailed dissection of the regulation of individual genes is essential, to ultimately understand the full functional consequence of AS in immune responses, we need to have a broader understanding of the networks of genes that are coordinately regulated to achieve a concerted functional outcome. This is particularly true given the concept of AS as a fine-tuning mechanism discussed above. Although the RNA-binding proteins discussed above are good candidates for directing programs of coordinated splicing, predicting targets of these proteins is not simple. Whereas some of the known splicing factors have stringent binding specificity, others bind more promiscuously to premRNAs (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, combinatorial control of splicing by multiple RNA-binding proteins that bind to premRNAs independently or in complex with one another, adds many layers of control, as seen in the example of CD45 regulation (Fig. 4) . Such modular binding and/or function of proteins allows tight control of the extent to which a given AS event is expressed (58, 107, 108) , but precludes straightforward prediction of functional targets. Global mRNA profiling during various immune responses or in cells depleted of various regulatory proteins is an increasingly common method to identify coregulated AS events. In the case of protein depletion, such profiling studies combined with transcriptome-wide binding maps, generated by approaches such as CLIP-seq, are an important first step toward differentiating between direct and indirect effects of various regulatory proteins. Such genome-wide analyses also aid in defining binding signatures that are predictive of particular splicing patterns. However, even when predicted events are validated, profiling studies are simply a starting place for deeper understanding. Detailed analysis of individual genes and/or biochemical analysis of particular regulatory factors is ultimately required to truly understand the mechanisms by which genes are regulated and how specific combinations of proteins lead to changes in splicing during immune responses.
The most thorough comparison of factor binding with functional effects on splicing in lymphocytes was the recent analysis of CTCF function in B cells described above (105) . RNA-seq and microarray analysis of mRNAs following depletion of a splicing factor in T cells has also been applied to hnRNP L and hnRNP LL (65, 70, 71) . For hnRNP L, mRNA from thymocytes of hnRNP L depleted versus wildtype mice was analyzed by RNA-seq (65) . This study detected no major changes in gene transcription upon hnRNP L depletion, suggesting that the observed differences in mRNA profiles were due solely to AS (65) . The investigators found that hnRNP L target genes were enriched in microtubule and cytoskeletal functions. Although upward of 200 AS events was predicted by RNA-seq, only four events were validated (65) . Nevertheless, this study implies that hnRNP L regulates a broader network of genes in thymocytes.
For hnRNP LL, exon array analysis of resting and activated hnRNP LL-depleted T cells suggested several hnRNP LLdependent AS events (71) , as did analysis of naive and memory T cells from hnRNP LL mutant mice (70) . Both studies propose that hnRNP LL regulates a set of AS events upon T-cell activation. Although, in neither case were the array predictions confirmed by RT-PCR, so the validity of the predictions remains unknown. Two other regulatory proteins known to exhibit increased activity during T-cell responses are PSF and CELF2 (see above, 45, 74) . Both of these proteins have been shown in other cell types to regulate the splicing of multiple genes (47, 78, (109) (110) (111) . These results suggest that PSF and CELF2 also regulate a program of genes in response to T-cell activation. Consistent with this prediction, several exons that we have identified as undergoing activation-responsive AS in T cells are flanked by sequence motifs that match the binding consensus for CELF2 (6) . Preliminary data from our laboratory indicate that CELF2 regulates at least some of these activation-induced splicing events in T cells (N. M., M. J. M., K. W. L., unpublished data), although a comprehensive analysis has not been completed. For PSF, the binding site is less well defined and thus less predictive (75) . Therefore, genes regulated by PSF will likely have to be identified experimentally through profiling experiments such as those described above.
Of the other proteins thus far implicated in T-cell splicing, various studies have shown that TIA-1 preferentially binds U-rich elements and that alternative exons with U-rich intronic sequences downstream of 5′ splice sites are frequently regulated by TIA-1 (91, 93) . Whether some of the TIA-1-regulated AS events identified in other cell types are also regulated in T cells or whether there are others remains an open question. Similarly, Sam68 and SRSF1 have been implicated in the regulation of many AS events including during the processes of adipogenesis, neuronal development, apoptosis, and heart development (40, (112) (113) (114) . However, thus far there are no studies inquiring the broad scope of either Sam68 or SRSF1 in AS regulation in immune responses.
In addition to defining the scope of genes that are substrates of various regulatory proteins in lymphocytes, much remains to be learned about the connections between signal transduction and splicing factors during immune responses. Several canonical signaling pathways are activated downstream of the TCR and costimulatory receptors (1) . Future studies will be needed to discover signaling axes involved in the coordinated regulation of AS. Attributing regulatory control of splicing to signaling pathways will provide a higher resolution understanding of how signal transduction is coupled to splicing. Signaling pathways that modulate the activity of splicing factors in T cells remain largely undescribed. For the regulatory proteins described above, we know only a few of the upstream signaling molecules that regulate their activity such as GSK3 for PSF, ERK for Sam68, and FASTK for TIA-1 (Fig. 5) . Importantly, a single signaling pathway may regulate the activity of multiple factors, and various pathways may impinge on the same factor. For example, a particularly interesting question with regards to PSF is whether all activities are regulated by its phosphorylation by GSK3 and/or interaction with TRAP150 described above. As the cellular phenotype of PSF knockdown is distinct from the TRAP150-inhibited condition (76) , it is strongly predicted that PSF has both GSK3/TRAP-dependent and -independent activities.
To begin to define networks of AS, we have compared the responsiveness of specific signal-induced AS events to various stimuli in cultured and primary T cells (6) . We classified distinct networks of signal-induced AS events by their responsiveness to ionomycin relative to PMA. Strikingly, we found the different networks identified in this way are enriched for distinct sequence features (6) . Among the enriched motifs we identified the ARS motif as present in several exons that respond to PMA signaling alone in addition to CD45 (6) . Some of the additional motifs identified in this study may likewise regulate specific networks of genes distinct from CD45; however, individual experiments will be required to test the functionality of these motifs. Mapping regulatory motifs also serves to predict splicing outcome of other AS events that contain particular motifs. For examples, our initial definition of the ARS motif allowed us to predict T-cell activation-responsive exons in the Tau and Fyn genes that we subsequently validated (39) .
Finally, motif mapping is important to enhance our predictive capacity of disease-causing SNPs. For example, our group has made important contributions to understanding how the C77G SNP in CD45 affects AS. Despite the link between the C77G SNP and susceptibility to MS and HIV infection (see above), the molecular consequences of this disease-relevant SNP have remained unexplored. The C77G disrupts the ESS1 and confers aberrantly high exon 4 inclusion without affecting the protein-coding capacity (20, 21) . We recently found that the C77G polymorphism weakly affects the binding of hnRNP L to exon 4 and dramatically abrogates the binding of two additional hnRNP proteins, hnRNP E2 and hnRNP K (108). Even though hnRNP K and hnRNP E2 make little contribution to CD45 exon splicing under normal conditions, upon depletion of hnRNP L, these proteins play a compensatory role (62, 63, 108) . The C77G mutation both reduces the binding of hnRNP L and prevents the compensatory function of hnRNP K and E2, to result in a significant overall loss of splicing repression. Therefore, a thorough biochemical understanding of the essential regulatory element controlling exon 4 expression and the proteins that associate with this sequence permitted a mechanistic explanation of the phenotype of the C77G SNP. Such a detailed appreciation of the molecular basis of disease is the first step toward predicting the consequences of similar polymorphisms and designing approaches to correct or override such genetically encoded defects.
Conclusions and implications for future studies
Many lines of evidence suggest broad regulation of AS during immune responses. Several cases have been described in which AS serves to modulate lymphocyte activity. In addition, some of the signaling pathways, splicing factors, and auxiliary elements that drive AS in immune effector functions have been characterized. However, many more genes and regulatory factors have yet to be investigated, and even the full spectrum of AS regulation in lymphocytes -in different cell types and during different phases of an immune response -remains to be rigorously explored. It is imperative that research continues to thoroughly map the factors, mechanisms, networks, and consequences of AS in the immune system. Given the potential for AS to broadly shape cellular function and the growing number of instances in which aberrant splicing is known to contribute to defects in immune function, future studies will undoubtedly continue to uncover new and exciting connections between AS and immune responses and suggest novel approaches to the treatment of human disease.
